Is the writing on the
stone wall for stripers?
by TODD CORAYER
After fishing on the rocks for two keeper stripers a night,
we would lean on one tailgate, take two cold cans of beer
from any icy remains in a soft cooler then walk to one long,
sagging, stubborn stone wall. Through a sweet harmony of
crickets and cicadas, we faced a farmers field of tall grasses
and stray sunflowers, thick and healthy.
We leaned on stones wet, slick from an evening’s dew,
taking in long
breaths
of
damp earth,
breathing out
pure salt air.
With wrinkled
p a l m s ,
innocently we
wiped
our
hands along
green moss, unconsciously drawing patterns on slow
growing velvet beards on glacial field stones.
We relived the night’s biggest high tide battles, teased about
failed knots and lure choices, planned more fishing nights. In the
field, glorious fireflies twirled and circled, swimming through
countless acts of natural theater, free for the people.
Firefly shows were silent secret codes, played across grasses
for lovers, potentials and hopefuls. Some lit up the night, we
speculated, for reasons of natural sheer joy. The show played
almost every night without burdens of tickets or reservations, a
show we could watch until either dancers or voyeurs’ energies
were extinguished.
Running our fingers around cans wrapped in summers sweat,
idly we told more tales about an evenings fishing and fish, fully
aware we had served as each others witness to any catching or
missing.

Bass were in big some nights, not so on others. If a hook had
been straightened or a fish saved for grilling, there was cause for
a longer story with an encore beer.
Stories, like reels, require lubrication
I had my rock and he had his. We leaned, drank, laughed.
Wiping scales from our forearms, eel grass from our boots, we
talked about such amazing performances with uncountable fireflies

making pure magic. We howled about a bass like a submarine that
easily parted 50 pound braid on barnacled rocks. Some stories
would last forever.
All the while, fireflies danced and dipped. They lit up circles
of grass then disappeared from our view though surely they were
busy. That tilting wall, that flat field, those big stripers, those
cold cans; they were all monuments to lives lived on the water
with an abundance of fish.
People from the
city bought the
house which came
with that field. They
rebuilt it without
character.
They
nailed it shut with
forever
siding.
White, of course, to
match every other
white house. White
to stand out among trees and water. Then they mowed down the
field.
Through the years, we wore a path to that wall, past where my
truck was always parked, keys in the ignition, Eyes of the World
welded from repetition in the player. We are creatures of habit,
after all.
On off nights, before the mowings, he would walk the worn
grass path with his wife, past my flattened, empty parking spot, to
the wall. She, in a red and black soft lambswool cocoon, he warmed
by a local infusion complimented with peat. They would take in
the show, the fabulous show. Fireflies twirled dots and dashes
while nearby, fishermen cast through the night in a gentle surf,
hoping for a charge of fish.
Striper fishing slowed. We caught bass, but incrementally
less. And smaller fish. On nights when we caught two, summer
dinners were flavored with garden salads, chopped herbs and
charcoal. Then there were fewer two-fish nights but no less stories.
Without complaint, we worked for one fish nights, still sitting
on tailgates after midnight, still offering up stories.
The field is regularly cut now. Some people need to control,
tame, dominate. Mighty Hercules rides a Deere. The nightly
magic show was clipped high and tight. Gallons and gallons of
fossil fuels every summer guaranteed that.
We stopped leaning on the green wall because there was no
theater to watch. What the city weekenders did was take and
manage for their own benefit. They mowed down a perfectly
fabulous field and made it a lot, a useless, naked manscape, devoid
of startlingly beautiful flying lovers, glittering in silence, diamonds
in the air.
They left it bare for bold rabbits, nervous moles and young
does learning to hurtle man’s field stone property lines and for the
satisfaction of subjugation. (to page 25)
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